
 

   
AbstractThe multi-agent paradigm for building 

intelligent systems has gradually been accepted by researchers 
and practitioners in the research field of artificial intelligence. 
There are also attempts of adapting agents and agent-based 
systems for creating industrial applications and providing e-
services. In this paper, we present an attempt to use agents for 
constructing an online after-sale services system. The system 
is decomposed into four major cooperative agents, and in 
which each agent concentrates on particular aspects in the 
system and expresses intelligence by using various techniques. 
The proposed agent-based framework for the system is 
presented at both the micro-level and the macro-level 
according to the Gaia methodology.  UML notations are also 
used to represent some software design models. As the result 
of this, agents are implemented into a framework for which 
exploits Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) technique to fulfil real 
life on-line services’ diagnoses and tasks. 
 
Index TermsAgent-based framework, after-sale services, 
agent-oriented  software engineering  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, intelligent agents and multi-agent systems 
have received much attention from various researchers. The 
agent technology originates from the research of distributed 
artificial intelligence, and is gradually becoming a new 
paradigm of software development (see e.g. [22], [14], and 
[6]). The multi-agent paradigm can provide both an 
intelligent solution to difficult problems and a natural way 
of decomposing systems into individual cooperative agents. 
Therefore, it is very promising that the agent technology 
can be widely adopted by the industry for developing 
complex software. Actually, several industrial applications 
using agent technology have already been reported in the 
literature (see e.g. [13], [2], and [11]).  

In particular, this agent-based software engineering 
approach has been effectively adopted in constructing e-
services systems in order to achieve the objectives as 
follows:   

• The first objective is to improve the quality of e-
services. As e-services are mainly aiming at 
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replacing some previous human-based services, the 
lack of intelligence might considerably decrease the 
value of those services. It is natural to see some 
approaches investigated for artificial intelligence 
(such as the agent technology) appearing in e-
services systems.  

• The second objective is to reduce the complexity of 
the system’ design and development. E-services 
systems usually integrate many various related 
services, and therefore are typically very difficult to 
organise. As the multi-agent paradigm is very 
promising for this kind of systems, using agents for 
e-services may be quite a natural choice. An 
example of an agent-based e-services system can be 
found in [2]. 

In this paper, we propose an agent-based framework for 
online after-sale services. This framework is actually 
motivated by the practice needs of a manufacturing 
company called Stoves PLC. In Stoves, there are 3000 
versions of products to be maintained, and a large number 
of after-sale services personnel are employed for dealing 
with the process of product maintenance. It is clear that 
using I.T technology can reduce the labours involvement in 
this process and sequentially will be of great benefit to the 
company. In our framework, we propose to use software 
agents to replace humans to carry out some of their work. 
As Stoves is using a typical after-sale services procedure, 
we further argue that our framework is not only can be used 
to Stoves, but also can be extended to other  consumer-
based  product manufacturers.  

The organisation of the remaining of the paper is as 
follows. Section 2 presents the background information for 
the research. In section 3, we present the methodology we 
exploited in constructing the framework. Section 4 
addresses our proposed framework. Section 5 discusses 
some attributes of the framework. Section 6 reports the 
undergoing implementation work and some planned future 
work. The conclusion is drawn in Section 7. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Domain 
The problem we are facing originates from the needs of a 
manufacturer of domestic appliances in a flexible 
manufacturing context. The company concerned (i.e. 
Stoves) can deliver more than 3000 versions of its cookers 
to customers, aiming at satisfying a very wide range of 
different customer requirements. However, sometime it 
does create the problems of after-sale services and increase 
price of services, due to the high cost of the maintenance of 
its after-sale services personnel. 

    The existing system in use employs a large after-sale 
services department consisting of customer call receivers 
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and field engineers. When a customer calls to report a fault, 
the customer call receiver  tries to solve that case through a 
telephone dialogue. If he/she fails to do so, he/she will 
record the case in an after-sale services information system 
as an unsolved case. He/She will also assign the recorded 
unsolved case to a field engineer with the help of browsing 
task load of each engineer. Every morning field engineers 
get their assigned cases and go to the corresponding 
customers to solve the cases one after another. After 
solving a case, the field engineer will feedback to the after-
sale services department to report the solved cases with 
accomplished records. All the data about previous cases are 
stored in the system for quite a long period of time. The 
whole process is quite complicated; it can be depicted in 
Figure 1. These data are used to facilitate the upcoming 
diagnosis requirements and/or to adjust the assignment 
strategies.  

   Generally speaking, the current system does provide a 
practical framework for organising the company’s after-
sale services personnel. However, this system is lack of 
effectiveness and is not flexible enough, and there have to 
be many staffs involved to carry out those routeing tasks to 
complete the entire service process in daily basis. Ideally, 
we should introduce more intelligence to the system and to 
find more effective ways of organising and managing our 
work whilst reducing the costs of services. Some previous 
research in this domain has been discussed in [7], [8], [23] 
and [24]. 

Users report via phone

Can be solved via phone? 

Service persons record the case into the system

The system assigns cases to field engineers

Engineers go to customers’ to solve assigned cases
Begin

End

Engineers report solved cases via phone

Service persons solve cases via phone

Service persons complete the case into the system

Yes

No

 
Fig. 1. Stoves’s After-Sale Services Process 

B. Requirements 
To provide intelligent support for the process that is 
described in Figure. 1, the new proposal in such a system 
should provide intelligence in the following four parts. 

• Customer Requirements Collection 
   Under the current process, there have to be customer 

call receivers to deal with customer requirements. 
Customers are usually not familiar with cookers, and they 
should be induced to report the real problems. As the 
current software system cannot provide intelligent 
interactions with customers, the customer call receivers 
should serve as mediators. It’s a good solution to use 
software replacing part or all the responsibilities of the 
customer call receivers. For example, a interactive dialogue 
can be set up between the service website and a customer. 
The e-service providers can use the dialogue tool to acquire 
more information about the customers’ requirements. The 
major challenge is how to automatically generate 

appropriate questionnaire on the individual cookers, which 
will lead to discover the real customers’ requirements.  

• Engineer Job Planning 
The current situation is the call receiver’s responsibility 

to assign the received job to an appropriate engineer. 
However, this solution is not obvious, neither intelligent 
nor flexible. In most cases, a call receiver concentrates on 
receiving customer requirements, and just browses the 
existing assignments briefly before deciding the final 
planning. Rationally speaking, job planning also requests 
intelligence, and itself is a topic in the AI research field. In 
practice, a good job planner should consider at least the 
following aspects when doing the planning: workload, 
speciality of jobs, and the availability. The workload of 
different field engineers should be balanced.  Each engineer 
should better be assigned a job in his/her speciality. It is not 
likely to assign an engineer any job on his/her absent (due 
to illness or holiday) days. The planner should also 
consider each engineer’s ability to gain experiences. This 
means that an engineer’s speciality is changing all the time. 
The planner should try to always track the current 
speciality of each engineer and find out their needs and 
availability.  

• Intelligent Diagnosis Support 
   An intelligent diagnosis support may substantially 

benefit either the customers or the call receivers or even the 
field engineers. A customer may log into the after-sale 
services website and diagnose his/her cooker. A call 
receiver may also consult this support to solve problems. A 
field engineer should be available, although he/she may 
encounter some unfamiliar products. In this case, 
consulting and support could be helpful for them. There are 
three main categories of techniques that have been 
proposed to support intelligent diagnosis.  

 Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) is the traditional 
paradigm of intelligent systems, and also used in some 
diagnosis systems, such as [10], [18] and [16].  
 Model-Based and qualitative reasoning (MBR) [5] 

[12] uses qualitative models to describe the structure 
and/or relationships of components in the target for 
diagnosis. A qualitative model can be operated to 
simulate the procedure that results in the fault.   
 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [19] is also applied 

for diagnosis. Actually, we mainly adopt the CBR 
approach for diagnosis in our framework.  

• Knowledge Management and Data Analysis 
   Another important issue that should be considered is 

the management of previous data and knowledge. First, 
maintaining previous data is essential to all the above three 
parts. In the customer requirements collection part, an 
effective dialogue may be based on tracking the profile of 
each individual customer. In the engineer job planning part, 
capturing the changes of each engineer’s speciality should 
be based on each engineer’s previous experiences. In the 
intelligent diagnosis support part, the CBR technique is 
totally based on comparing current case with previous cases. 
Secondly, key knowledge should be constantly discovered 
from the existing data. As the historical data will be 
growing all the time, this growth may affect the overall 
performance. A possible solution is to exploit an 
independent part to discover knowledge off-line constantly, 



 

and supply the knowledge to other parts. 

III METHODOLOGY 

A. Using Gaia 
To construct the framework, we use the Gaia methodology 
for agent-oriented analysis and design. This methodology is 
originally proposed in [20], and further developed in [21]. 
It is a general methodology for various kinds of multi-agent 
systems. In Gaia, analysis and design issues are addressed 
distinctly at the micro-level (agent) and the macro-level 
(societal). In the analysis phase, the macro-level aspects are 
addressed by the interaction model, and the micro-level 
aspects are addressed by the role model. In the design 
phase, the above two models will be further refined into 
three models: the agent model, the services model and the 
acquaintance model. The acquaintance model is a 
refinement of the interaction model, which further defines 
the communication links between agents. The agent model 
is a refinement of the role model. Although the mapping 
from roles to agents may not be a one-to-one 
correspondence in Gaia, a natural mapping is just to refine 
one role into one agent. In this paper, we will also adopt 
this natural mapping. The services model further specifies 
the functions provided by the agents.  

B. Using UML 
UML [3] [17] is a comprehensive modelling language for 
various software systems. In recent years, UML has 
gradually become the dominant analysing and designing 
language for especially object-oriented systems. As multi-
agent systems have many attributes similar to object-
oriented systems, many attempts of using UML for 
analysing and designing multi-agent systems have been 
reported intensively in the literature (see e.g. [1], [4] and 
[15]). Therefore, although the original Gaia methodology 
does not support UML, we will have to instead present 
some Gaia models in UML diagrams.  

In this paper, the UML diagrams are mainly used at the 
macro-level. We use the notation for objects in UML class 
diagrams to represent roles (agents) in the interaction 
model. UML class diagrams have been successfully used to 
represent object models in object-oriented systems. Due to 
the similarity between agents and objects, we think it is 
quite natural to use UML notation for objects to represent 
roles (agents) in the interaction model. We also adopt the 
approach proposed in [15] to use UML activity diagrams to 
represent the acquaintance model.  

IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

A. Micro Level 
From the above requirements, we can naturally break the 
system into four roles/agents: the customer requirements 
collection role (agent), the engineer job planning role 
(agent), the intelligent diagnosis support role (agent), and 
the knowledge management role (agent). The above four 
roles/agents will interact with each other in the actual 
system. The specifications of the four roles/agents are as 
follows. Due to the limitation of space, we will not present 
the liveness and the safety properties in the agent models, 

and the pre-conditions and post-conditions in the services 
models. 

• Customer Requirements Collection Role/Agent 
(Customer Handler) 

The specification of the customer requirements 
collection (role /agent) is depicted in Fig. 2. The 
responsibility of this role (agent) is to interact with 
customers.  

Role/Agent Schema: CustomerHandler 
 
Description: 
Receives request from the customer and responses to the customer via 
consulting other agents. 
Protocols and Activities: 

WaitCall, ProduceDiagnosisCase, ProduceEngineerJob, 
RespondToCustomer 

Permissions: 
reads           supplied customerDetails 

supplied customerRequest 
diagnosisResult 

generates   diagnosisCase 
engineerJob 
customerResponse 

Fig. 2. Role/Agent Model for Customer Handler 
The specifications of the functions in Fig. 2 are presented 

in the services model for this role (agent), which is depicted 
in Table 1. The inputs and outputs of each service are 
presented in detail. 

TABLE 1. SERVICES MODEL FOR CUSTOMER HANDLER 
Service Inputs Outputs 

WaitCall customerDetails 
customerRequest 

customerRequirements

ProduceDiagnosisCase customerRequirements diagnosisCase 

ProduceEngineerJob customerRequirements engineerJob 

RespondToCustomer diagnosisResult customerResponse 

• Engineer Job Planning Role/Agent (Job Planner) 
The specification of the customer requirements 

collection role (agent) is depicted in Fig. 3. The 
responsibility of this role (agent) is to assign the job passed 
from the customer handler. It receives the job, and finds the 
most suitable engineer for the job. The specifications of the 
functions in Fig. 3 are presented in the services model for 
this role (agent), which is depicted in Table 2. 

Role/Agent Schema: JobPlanner 
 
Description: 
Receives an engineer job and assign the job to a field engineer 
according to his/her workload, speciality and availability etc. 
Protocols and Activities: 

GetEngineerJob, CheckEngineerWorkload, 
CheckEngineerSpeciality, CheckEngineerAvailability, 
CheckEngineerExpectation, ScheduleJob 

Permissions: 
reads      engineerJob 

engineerWorkload 
engineerSpeciality 
engineerAvailability 
engineerExpectation 

generates   jobAssignment 
Fig. 3. Role/Agent Model for Job Planner 

• Intelligent Diagnosis Support Role/Agent (Fault 
Diagnoser) 

The specification of the customer requirements 
collection role (agent) is depicted in Fig. 4. The 
responsibility of this role (agent) is to diagnose the case 
passed from the customer handler. It receives the formatted 
case from the customer handler, tries to find similar cases 



 

in the previous cases obtained through the knowledge 
management agent. Then it uses the retrieved similar cases 
to synthesise the fault for this case. The diagnosed fault 
will be passed back to the customer handler as the result of 
diagnosis. This result may also be presented to field 
engineers. 

TABLE 2. SERVICES MODEL FOR JOB PLANNE 

 
Role/Agent Schema: FaultDiagnoser 
 
Description: 
Receives fault diagnosis request and produces one or more possible 
faults. 
Protocols and Activities: 

GetDiagnosisCase, GenerateDiagnosisResult, 
GetPreviousCases 

Permissions: 
reads           diagnosisCase 

previousDiagnosedCases 
generates   diagnosisResult 
Fig. 4. Role/Agent Model for Fault Diagnoser 

The specifications of the functions in Fig. 4 are presented 
in the services model for this role (agent), which is depicted 
in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 SERVICES MODEL FOR FAULT DIAGNOSER 
Service Inputs Outputs 

GetDiagnosisCase - diagnosisCase 

Generate 
DiagnosisResult 

diagnosisCase 
previousDiagnosedCases 

diagnosisResult 

GetPreviousCases - previousDiagnosedCases

• Knowledge Management Role/Agent (Knowledge 
Manager) 

The specification of the customer requirements 
collection role (agent) is depicted in Fig. 5. The 
responsibility of this role (agent) is to constantly discover 
useful knowledge from previously acquired data, and 
passes the knowledge to other agents whenever it is asked 
for.  

The specifications of the functions in Fig. 5 are presented 
in the services model for this role (agent), which is depicted 
in Table 4. 

B. Macro Level 
At the macro level, we just present the interaction model 
and its refinement – the acquaintance model. 

Interaction Model 
From the specifications of the four roles/agents, we can 

represent the relationships between them as Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, 
the above-discussed roles (agents) are represented in the 
notation in UML for classes. The arrows represent the 
directions of data flow. For example, the arrowed line 
between the Knowledge Manager and the Customer 

Handler means that the Customer Handler will read 
information from the Knowledge Manager. 

Role/Agent Schema: KnowledgeManager 
 
Description: 
Maintains various kinds of data and discovers knowledge from the 
data. 
Protocols and Activities: 

GenerateEngineerWorkload, GenerateEngineerSpeciality, 
GenerateEngineerAvailability, GenerateEngineerExpectation, 
GeneratePreviousDiagnosedCases, DiscoverKnowledge 

Permissions: 
reads           rawData 
generates    engineerWorkload 

engineerSpeciality 
engineerAvailability 
engineerExpectation 
previousDiagnosedCases 
keyKnowledge 

Fig. 5. Role/Agent Model for Knowledge Manager 
TABLE 4. SERVICES MODEL FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGER 

Customer

Job Planner

Customer Handler

Fault Diagnoser

Knowledge Manager Field Engineer

WaitCall
ProduceDiagnosisCase
ProduceEngineerJob
RespondToCustomer

GetEngineerJob
CheckEngineerWorkload
CheckEngineerSpeciality
CheckEngineerAvailability
CheckEngineerExpectation
ScheduleJob

GetDiagnosisCase
GenerateDiagnosisResult
GetPreviousCases

GenerateEngineerWorkload
GenerateEngineerSpeciality
GenerateEngineerAvailability
GenerateEngineerExpectation
GeneratePreviousDiagnosedCases

 
Fig. 6. Interaction Model 

Acquaintance Model 

WaitCall

ProduceDiagnosisCase ProduceEngineerJob

RespondToCustomer

Customer Handler

<<send>>

<<send>>

GetDiagnosisCase

GetPreviousCases

GenerateDiagnosisResult

<<receive>>

<<receive>>

<<send>>

Fault 
Diagnoser <<receive>>

<<receive>>

GetEngineerJob

GetEngineerWorkload

GetEngineerSpeciality

GetEngineerAvailability 

GetEngineerExpectation

ScheduleJob

Job Planner

GeneratePreviousDiagnosedCases

<<receive>>

DiscoverKnowledge

GenerateEngineerWorkload

GenerateEngineerSpeciality

GenerateEngineerAvailability 

GenerateEngineerExpectation

<<receive>>

Knowledge Manager

<<send>>

 
Fig. 7. Acquaintance Model 

Based on the interaction model in Fig. 6, we can get the 
refined acquaintance model in Fig. 7, represented in UML 
activity diagrams. Communication channels between agents 

Service Inputs Outputs 
GetEngineerJob - engineerJob 
GetEngineerWorkload - engineerWorkload 
GetEngineerSpeciality - engineerSpeciality 
GetEngineer 
Availability 

- engineerAvailability 

GetEngineer 
Expectation 

- engineerExpectation 

ScheduleJob engineerJob 
engineerWorkload 
engineerSpeciality 
engineerAvailability 
engineerExpectation 

jobAssignment 

Service Inputs Outputs 

GenerateEngineerWorkload keyKnowledge engineerWorkload 
GenerateEngineerSpeciality keyKnowledge engineerSpeciality 

GenerateEngineerAvailability keyKnowledge engineerAvailability 

GenerateEngineerExpectation keyKnowledge engineerExpectation 
GeneratePreviousDiagnosedCases keyKnowledge previousDiagnosedCases

DiscoverKnowledge rawData keyKnowledge 



 

are represented as synchronisation points labelled with 
<<send>> and <<receive>>. These channels do not belong 
to any single agent, and therefore is depicted outside all the 
agents. In the Customer Handler, there is an internal 
synchronisation point. This means ProduceDiagnosisCase 
and ProduceEngineerJob can work parallel. The internal 
synchronisation point in the Knowledge Manger is also 
similar. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION &FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
The research reported in this paper is still an ongoing one. 
In this section, we will briefly describe the implemented 
part, and the planned development. 

A.. Fault Diagnoser 
Our implementation is mainly focused on the fault 
diagnosis agent. The reason of this is that agents are 
comparatively independent in the framework. It can even 
work alone by attaching a human-friendly interface for 
entering symptom information and a database for storing 
relevant data. 

C a s e  B a s eC a s e  B a s e

E n te r  N e w  C a s eE n te r  N e w  C a s e

N e w  C a s eN e w  C a s e

M a tc h  C a s e sM a tc h  C a s e s

S im i l a r  C a s e sS im i l a r  C a s e s

V ie w  C a s e sV ie w  C a s e s

C a s e  D e ta i l sC a s e  D e ta i l s

S to r e  N e w  C a s eS to r e  N e w  C a s e

 
Fig. 8. Overview of the Fault Diagnosis Agent 

In our implementation, we adopt the case based 
reasoning technique in this agent. The overview of this 
agent is depicted in Fig. 8. In the centre of the agent is the 
case base storing the history of the previously occurred 
cases of faults. When encountering a new case, the field 
engineer will provide a structured description of the new 
case. This description will be matched with the cases in the 
case base. Some most similar cases will be retrieved, which 
can be viewed in detail by the field engineer to help 
him/her to identify the fault of the new case. After the new 
case has been solved, the field engineer can store it into the 
case base for future diagnosis. Detailed reports of this agent 
can be found in [8] and [24]. 

In fact, as in Fig. 8 illustrated that it only depicts the case 
when this agent works alone. After the whole framework is 
implemented, a new case will not be entered directly by a 
person but by the customer requirements collection agent. 
This agent will not access previous cases directly but via 
the knowledge management agent.  

The interface for entering a new case for diagnosis in the 
tool is depicted in Fig. 9, in which a field engineer can 
input the structured description of a case under diagnosis. 
This case will be matched with the cases in the case base, 
and the results will be displayed in the interface depicted in 
Fig. 10.  

 
Fig. 9. Interface for Entering Cases for Diagnosis 

 
Fig. 10. Interface for Displaying Retrieved Cases 

B. Planned Implementation 
The development of the other three agents is planned.  We 
think the key issues in the future implementation are as 
follows:  
♦ For the customer requirements collection agent, we may 

apply natural language recognition techniques and/or 
human intention recognition techniques for our purpose.  

♦ For the engineer job planning agent, the main difficulty 
is a job scheduling problem. Optimisation techniques 
have been used to tackle this kind of problems.  

♦ For the Knowledge Management agent, we will use data 
mining techniques to discover relevant knowledge from 
the vast volume of data. Besides the three agents, we will 
also implement the communications between the three 
agents. This can be based on an existing agent 
communication language, such as KQML [9]. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

A. Property of the Framework 
The main property of this framework is its generality. 
Although the framework is designed for the requirements 
of Stoves PLC, it also matches the needs and demands in 
other industrial organizations and business partners. The 
identified four agents are not unique in Stove’s product 
maintenance process. They are typical and identical for any 
online after-sale services system. The system not only is 
able to deal with customer requests, but also provide instant 



 

help to customers, as the fault diagnosis agent does in this 
framework. Further more, it should be able to trigger the 
traditional human-based maintenance process in case the 
provided e-services are not satisfactory. The engineer job 
planning agent takes this responsibility in this framework. 
Finally, there should be an agent to maintain the vast 
volume of data, and provide relevant knowledge for other 
agents. Based on the above reasons, we think this 
framework will be adopted in other online after-sale 
services systems. 

B. Benefits of Using Agents 
According to our implementation, the benefits of using 
agents can be easily discovered as follows: 
♦ First, the multi-agent paradigm can naturally reflect the 
nature of the problem. In our framework, the four agents 
come out naturally during the stage of problem analysis. 
Therefore, we can focus on how to develop each individual 
agent rather than on how to divide the system into agents.  
♦ Secondly, this paradigm may reduce the complexity of 
developing the intelligent system. Providing intelligence in 
a system is usually a difficult task. This difficulty will be 
entangled with the complexity of software development. 
The case is even worse when there are several parts in the 
system that needs intelligence. The multi-agent paradigm 
can separate different parts requiring intelligence into 
different agents, and therefore can effectively deal with the 
complexity of developing intelligent systems.  
♦ Thirdly, this paradigm can incorporate flexibility into 
development. The implementation of the entire framework 
may require quite a long time. However, the multi-agent 
paradigm makes it possible for us to apply the developed 
agents into operation with other agents still under 
development. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented a general framework for 
agent-based online e-services. The requirements for this 
framework rise from the product maintenance process of 
our partner; the created framework itself also suits the 
needs of other manufacturers and can cope with diversity of 
changes in providing online services in industry. The 
framework is presented and designed in compliance with 
the Gaia methodology; The UML notations have 
contributed to produce the interaction model and the 
acquaintance model for the system’s analysis and design. 
The fault diagnosis agent in the framework has been 
successfully implemented by using the Case-Based 
Reasoning technique and clearly shows their great usability 
and productive potential.  
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